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● Full time bug bounty 
hunter (on-and-off for 
about ~4 years)

● Run security blog @ 
samcurry.net

● Senior Analyst @ Bishop 
Fox

● Doesn’t run security blog 
@ samcurry.net 



*.target.com



jira.target.com

vpn.target.com

tableau.target.com

jenkins.target.com

jamf.target.com

axway.target.com cms.target.com



www.bugbounty.com

dns.bugbounty.com

www.bugbounty.com

dns.vendor.com

(probably OK)



vendor-product.bugbounty.com

IP owned by bugbounty.com

super secret bug bounty internal network



Vendors

“I’d like to hack your product” “I’d like to buy your product”
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How do I hack a login page?
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(Sadly, we are not Orange Tsai)

How do I hack a login page?



“I have absolutely no idea 
what you’re talking about…

… but I’ve added your email 
to our spam list and will cold 
call you for the next 3 years”



Issues hacking vendors

● Hackers don’t own billion dollar companies
○ … at least not us ... 
○ We’re not very good sales targets, why waste time on a demo?

● Who do I ask for permission?
○ From an outside perspective, how can I tell who I’m connected to?

● They don’t want to be hacked
○ Afraid of CVEs
○ Software too distributed



Vendor Methodology
Hacking Pega Infinity
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hmm….







???



“PRServlet:Supports interactive users using HTTP and a 
web browser; presents dynamic content such as the portal 

displays and forms.”

https://community.pega.com/sites/default/files/help_v717/definitions/s/servlet.htm



https://storebuilder.apple.com/prweb/PRServlet/
=

200 OK

Defeating Apple’s WAF using an Aliased Endpoint



Notes for Testing Methodology on Unauthenticated Apps
● How is it restricting our access?

○ Is it the HTTP server itself? A deployed application? Some sort of WAF?

● What functionality is available?
○ Functionality as in all functionality

■ How does the server handle URIs? Any directory traversal?
■ Are there any headers the service will process?
■ Is there an API, and if so, is anything publicly accessible? (Github!)

● Is a copy of the source obtainable?
○ Did any of their customers leak it somewhere (they’ll be happy for you to report it!)

● Can you authenticate (with permission) to any version of the app?
○ Does your company run a version of the software?
○ Are there trials available (make sure to say “please” when asking)?
○ Default credentials, broken SSO, or any leaked employee credentials that will work?









… and then ...



● Actively hacking an application 
you’re not supposed to have 
access to

● Trying any functionality which is 
state changing

● Storing or distributing anything 
sensitive you logged

● While confirming access, 
passively logging the 
post-authentication functionality

● Clearly communicating to the 
affected customer exactly what 
you saw or clicked on

● Using common sense



Notes for Post-Auth Hacking on a Pre-Auth Target

● Is there any “preview” functionality or widgets?
○ Huge number of possible issues, often an easy way to find XSS or SSRF

● How does authentication work post auth?
○ Forgot password rate limit bypass, session mishandling, cryptographic issues, etc.
○ Privilege escalation issues for any low level users
○ Functionality to send invitations to new users, force reset passwords, etc.
○ Is there a guest user, can you enable it, how does it work?

● Have you completely tested to see if authentication is honored on everything?
○ There are typically so many different areas of the app and sometimes something slips by
○ Many tools available to automatically replay requests without cookies



Thank you Nahamcon!
● Questions? Just kidding. It’s pre-recorded.


